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Context
Web-scale datasets frequently cannot do without dis-
tributed learning. Indeed, parallelization and acceleration
methods are not sufficient to make learning tractible in a
realistic amount of time.

Non-parametric models, like Dirichlet process-based mod-
els, the Indian buffet process, or the infinite HMM used
here, are very attractive from a theoretical point of view:
their inference does not require model selection in order
to fit ”capacity” parameters, such as number of states or
clusters – these are learned just like any other parameter.

Here, we selected one such model, the infinite HMM; ap-
plied it to a task, part-of-speech tagging; implemented it
on the map-reduce platform Hadoop; and examined exe-
cution times.

Our learning algorithm is based on Gibbs sampling, thus
requires several thousands of iterations. It turns out that
the per-iteration-overhead required by Hadoop makes it
prohibitive to iterate as often as this. Map-reduce im-
plementations targeting precisely this requirement, like
Twister, currently still under development, are expected
to bring a real advantage.

The infinite HMM
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• State sequence s1, s2, ..., st. A state stems from a
collection of K states.

• Observation sequence y1, y2, ..., yT , with observa-
tions stemming from a vocabulary of size V .

• Transition matrix π consisting of rows πk, with
πkl = p(st+1 = l|st = k)

• Emission vector θk for each state, of length V .
p(yt|st, θst) is a simple categorical distribution.

The prior for πk is a Dirichlet distribution with concen-
tration α and base β, drawn from a symmetric Dirichlet
distribution parameterized by γ. Emission vectors have as
prior a symmetric Dirichlet distribution whose parameter
is H.

Here is the outline of the inference algorithm for the
IHMM, applied to PoS tagging, with individual steps im-
plemented as map-reduce jobs:

• count transitions (map over sentences)
• draw each πk from a Dirichlet(β+counts) (map

over states)
• count emissions (map over sentences)
• draw each θk from the posterior, a Dirich-

let(symmetric H + counts) (map over vocabulary)
• sample auxiliary variables (used for beam sampling,

an instance of auxiliary variable MCMC) from each
sequence of two states in sentences (map over sen-
tences)

• with reference to the Chinese Restaurant represen-
tation of the Dirichlet Process, sample the number
of tables used by the state transitions (considering
each transition in the counts a new customer) (map
over elements in the transition matrix)

• based on table counts, resample β
• expand β, πk , θk
• run the dynamic program to sample new state as-

signments (map over sentences)
• clean up (prune unused states) β, πk , θk (map over

sentences twice: first take not of used states, then
remove unused ones)

• ... and iterate

Map-reduce with Hadoop
Hadoop is an open-source Apache project which imple-
ments the map-reduce distribution paradigm. Map-reduce
operates on data formatted as <key, value> pairs.

Steps:

• split input data (<K1, V1>) into chunks
• execute a task on each chunk (the map task): obtain

intermediate data <K2, V2>
• sort on K2
• send each set of K2 to one reducer
• perform the reduce task: obtain final data <K3,

V3>
• (possibly sort again, on K3)

Experiments
We ran different versions of the same algorithm on differ-
ent sizes of learning corpus, and measured iteration dura-
tion. The learning corpus consisted of Wall Street Journal
sentences: we used subsets of 1e3, 1e4 and 1e5 words, the
entire corpus of 1e6 words, and created an artificial data
set of size 1e7 by duplicating the 1e6 data set.

Configurations were as follows:

parallel implementation of the iHMM in .NET which
uses multithreading on a quad core 2.4 GHz ma-
chine with 8GB of RAM

hadoop-1-* Hadoop version, running on a cluster, where
each iteration contains 9 map-reduce jobs; * stands
for the number of slave nodes; hardware: Amazon
“small” type, i.e. 32-bit platforms with one CPU
equivalent to a 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or 2007
Xeon processor, 1.7 GB of memory, with 160 GB
storage.

hadoop-2-* Hadoop version, where each iteration con-
tains only one map-reduce job, the most CPU-
intensive one (the dynamic programming step);
same hardware, always just 1 slave node

hadoop-3-* same as hadoop-2 but on more efficient
hardware: Amazon “extra large” nodes, 64-bit plat-
forms with 8 virtual cores, each equivalent to 2.5
times the reference 1.0-1.2 GHz 2007 Opteron or
2007 Xeon processor, 7 GB of memory, 1690 GB of
storage.

Here are the 18 clusters obtained after 1160 iterations,
starting from 10 clusters, learning from a 1e6 word cor-
pus. A token appears in a cluster if for the last Gibbs
iteration, it was assigned at least once to the correspond-
ing state. Tokens are ranked inside each cluster according
to a relevance metric, the log-likelihood ratio. Tokens may
be repeated among clusters, as there is no deterministic
token-to-cluster assignment.
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Next steps
1. Reproduce the experiment with Twister, a map-reduce
framework built specifically for iterative algorithms. It
leaves the mapper running from one iteration to the next,
instead of restarting it. Twister is under development at
the University of Indiana. Stay tuned !...

2. Scale from the Wall Street Journal corpus to the En-
glish Wikipedia (from 1e6 to 2e9 words). NLP evaluation
cannot be against a golden standard, such as the WSJ
labels, used so far, so we will resort to indirect methods.
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